






































































































































































































































































JAPANESE FAIRY TALE SERIES では、次のように書かれている。２１）
Now, there were once eighty-one brothers, who were Princes in the land. ……
Although eighty of these brothers were jealous of one another, yet they al agreed in 
hating, and being unkind to the eighty-first, who was good and gentle, and did not like 





































とする解釈もある。前述した英訳のちりめん本では、"THE HARE OF INABA"というタ
イトルで、挿絵の兎は赤い服を着ている。２４）
For the last crocodile, the one which lay at the very end of the row, seized me, and 


















































































Which things came to pass, for the Princess would have nothing to do with those 
eighty bad brothers, but chose the eighty-first who was kind and good. Then he was 
made King of the country, and lived happily al his life.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The positioning of Japanese mythology in the Guidelines for the Course 
of Study and considerations for creating teaching materials:
An exploration centered on Inaba no Shiro-usagi in elementary school 
Japanese textbooks
The Fundamental Law of Education was revised in 2006 in response to various changes 
in the educational environment. Based on this revision, traditional linguistic culture was 
emphasized in the 2008 Guidelines for the Course of Study. Furthermore, mythology was 
added as an instructional item in Japanese for the first and second-graders in elementary 
schools. Currently, Inaba no Shiro-usagi, which was rewritten for children, is included in 
textbooks published by four out of five textbook publishing companies. The authors of the 
publishing companies of each rewrite difer. In addition, each rewrite conveys a moral 
message. These four rewrite are diferent from the original text in Kojiki. In this study, I 
have summarized the diverseness of the rewrite of Inaba no Shiro-usagi and the issues 
encountered when using it as teaching material. Subsequently, I conducted a survey on 
elementary children's understanding of mythology acquired from Kojiki. From the survey 
findings, I utilized the characteristics of the genre of mythology and explained how to 
create teaching materials and provide instructions that cater for children currently.
